Nursery - Prehistoric World
Our key texts for this topic are
Harry and a bucket full of dinosaurs. By Ian Whybrow.
Dear Dinosaur. By Nicola O’Byrne.
A girl called Mary: The Story of fossil hunter Mary Anning. By G.D Waters.
Stomp, Dinosaur Stomp! By Margaret Mayo.

1 - Maths
In maths we will be learning all about repeating patterns and seeing if we can spot some deliberate mistakes in our friends
patterns.
We will be continuing to explore numbers under 10. We will be matching numeral to quantity and trying to copy some of
the numbers down.

We will be measuring different dinosaur footprints using cubes and we will be ordering the footprints from smallest to
largest.

2 - Construction
In our construction area we will be creating our own dinosaur worlds. We will be including lots of shapes in our creations,
and making sure we are secure in the names of the different shapes. We will take pictures and draw our worlds so we can
display them for our friends to see.

3 - Roy Lichtenstein
Over this half term we will be examining the work of Roy Lichtenstein. We will be creating our own piece in his artistic style.

4 - Fine motor.
We will be engaging in lots of different fine motor activities, including threading, cutting, and sticking.
This half term we are really focussing on perfecting our scissor skills. we will be cutting out lots of different dinosaur shapes,
and even some dinosaur masks.

5 - Playdough
We will be making our own dinosaur fossils! We will choose different dinosaurs to press into salt dough and then when they
are dry we will hide them in the sand for our friends to dig up.

6 - PE
Can children explore different ways of using the PE equipment? Can children safely transport and set up the equipment?
Can children complete an adult made obstacle course? Can children build up to building their own obstacle course?
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